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[image: samit kahlon]
samit kahlon1709036028

I have to say Dr. Mehdi [dentist] and Rafi [admin] are just absolutely...  incredible.Both are effective and efficent in solving problems and always stay calm.Dr.Mehdi fixed my bonding in August 2023 [fault less job] and helped me with my broken retainer in Feb 2024. This dentist is excellent - he listens to concerns attentively, is so compassionate in patient care and meticulous in his dental work. Best dentist by far and you can trust him completely to deliver.Thank you Dr. Mehdi for your tiresome work and for taking your job seriously. Your 1 in a million.Thank you Rafi - for your brilliant communication and customer services.Best WishesSamitread more



[image: karen nicholson]
karen nicholson1707170632

Amazing dentist Dr Mani, just the best! He was recommended to me by a family...  member.I can honestly say that I have visited many dentists and not been satisfied, however, I've finally found a dentist I wish to stick with (even though I have to travel quite a way). He is reassuring, patient and even has a joke or two! Really puts you at ease, so a big thank you to Dr Mani! The dental nurse is also lovely, very reassuring and kind!read more



[image: Elena]
Elena1706298052

Would like to praise the dental surgery team - Dr Colesnic and his assistant -...  for being so considerate and professional during my wisdom tooth extraction. All my questions and concerns were addressed and they gave me comprehensive advice on the post-op dos and don’ts.read more



[image: Jerry Chan]
Jerry Chan1702120858

I have been troubled by persistent stains on my teeth for decades. Those stains...  would come back roughly one month after each hygiene. I visited the Smile Studio Richmond half year ago and Bee applied airflow for my hygiene. My tooth stains haven’t come back and I can smile confidently since. Thank you Bee!read more



[image: Patrice Hauck]
Patrice Hauck1701851985

Sheer excellence: qualified professional dental treatment with skin care...  specialists set to join the office soon. What’s not to love?!read more



[image: naina ahmad]
naina ahmad1701383779

the dentist that i had was very good as he explained every step that was going...  to happen, letting me know if there was going to be any pain. the staff are also very kind and friendlyread more
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[image: Emma]
Emma1700685748

I recently visited the Smile Studios Richmond for a crown restoration and a...  couple of fillings. I suffer from extreme dental anxiety and was completely terrified by the prospect of facing my fears in the dental chair.Dr Mani carried out my treatment and he took tremendous care to put me at ease from start to finish. Dr Mani explained in great detail the steps he was taking at each stage of the treatment which helped reduce my anxiety and make me feel more in control. Dr Mani is a highly skilled dentist with an outstanding understanding of patient care. I cannot recommend him highly enough.read more



[image: Mary-Margaret Cimino]
Mary-Margaret Cimino1700666833

Dr. Mani Bhardwaj is excellent. His dentistry experience is extensive and I've...  been lucky enough to go through the implant process with him, in which he specialises. As a nervous patient, Dr. Mani went to great lengths to help me understand the process and begin to feel comfortable. We've even had a lot of laughs together, as his warm character is unmatched in the industry. I very much trust his guidance and highly recommend the Smile Studios & Dr. Mani, in Richmond.read more



[image: Tiffany R]
Tiffany R1699638139

Bee is absolutely amazing, I’m very impressed with how meticulous she is. Such...  a perfect clean that I booked and paid for my next appointment already. Confidence restored! Thank you Bee! 💕read more



[image: ryan connors]
ryan connors1699532975

Absolutely over the moon with my implants, Dr Mani made the process very easy...  and im very happy with the job he has done. Would 100% recommendread more



[image: Anuradha Radhakrishnan]
Anuradha Radhakrishnan1697730156

Dr. Mani has been the best since I started my dental treatment here. Be it the...  procedures, or letting me know any details, it has been a very supportive journey till now. I am usually very scared when it comes to any medical centres at all, but, I am now very comfortable to visit and get my treatment done. 👏🏼😊Rafi has been my support pillar since I started my dental treatment here. From the easiest of appointments to the painful procedures, she has always checked on me the next day through call and also that same day before I leave, to make sure I was oka and to let me know anything to take care of myself.Thank you Rafi. 💜read more
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Jordan Nicholson1697195135

Fantastic experience, friendly staff and immaculate facilities.



[image: Michelle Stephens]
Michelle Stephens1696613918

After dreading my routine Hygienist appointments with another dentist, I...  switched to The Smile Studio upon discovering they do Airflow, a far more efficient and less excruciating treatment for teeth and gum cleaning than I'd been used to. Beh, my new Hygienist, explained the procedure and it was so quick and over before I knew it. The staff are very friendly and welcoming, and I am happy to say that I've had no complaints with my routine visits during the 4 years I've been one of their patients.read more
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Keith Bratton1696584203

Not the usual trip to the dentist. Bright and airy surrounds. Friendly helpful...  staff and professionals that offer great care. Excellent hygienist and dentist.read more
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Robin Good1695658026

Dr Mani was Super Professional from start to finish , his work and his approach...  ha given me faith back in the Dentistry Business , of which I had little . The Reception Team are extremely efficient and go out there way to make you feel comfortable, Big Thankyou to Zakia who was instrumental in signing us up in he first place , her welcoming approach is Good reflection on the companyread more
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Damon King1695390856

Dr Mani was the Ultimate professional and I am so Happy with my Result , he...  fixed my two front teeth and gave me my confidence and my a smile back ,Thankyou isn’t enoughread more
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Helga Swidenbank1695374011

I had a tooth extraction and while I was anxious, both the dentist and dental...  assist were fantastic. They explained everything to me and looked after me with care and professionalismread more



[image: Jodie Harrison Codling]
Jodie Harrison Codling1695046220

Through a recommendation, I undertook Invisalign with Dr Mehdi at the Smile...  Studios. Safe to say I would recommend this practise to anyone - follow up phone calls, helpful staff, clear directives in treatment plans and honest advice. I'm already booked for my first check up in 2024! Thank you to Dr Mehdi, Mira and the rest of the team for making my trips to the dentist enjoyable (finally!).read more
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N G1694788737

Excellent treatment. Facilities and staff are very professional. Would...  recommend to family and friends.read more
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A. Opz1694788463

I have been coming to Smile Studios in Richmond for about 4years now.The...  service I have from hygienist B is fantastic!Dr Mani, and Dr Neha have been brilliant! They are honest, professional, listen and give great advice on care.Everyone in the surgery is lovely!A happy Client 😊read more
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Corrie B1694346921

Couldn't be happier. Excellent customer care. Finally have teeth I'm proud of.
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Aditi Vohra1693751194

I was seen by Collin Denny for my hygienist appointment. He was very supportive...  and explained how to look after my teeth. Not many hygienist in the past have corrected me, as I was doing certain things wrong while brushing and flossing, which caused my gums to bleed. He reassured if I look after my teeth I can prevent further gum infection.read more



[image: Kate O'Shea]
Kate O'Shea1693657160

Rafi and Dr Mani were very welcoming. Great service and very reassuring. I had...  a terrible chip on my front tooth that Dr Mani fixed, it looks better than ever!read more
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AJ Singh1693082506

The dental surgery is located on the centre of Richmond, modern building,...  designed with an emphasis on comfort and relaxation. As patients gaze out at the stunning view, they can momentarily escape the anxiety associated with dental procedures, making their experience more pleasant and less stressful. A wonderful dentist.read more
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Amy Falconer-dobbie1692977796

Dr Mehdi is the most professional and humble dentist I know. Perfection,...  perfection, perfection.read more
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Sunnie Matharu1692948624

Great dentist and beautiful practice
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Deborah Serruya1691770740

Amazing service, lovely team, great facilities
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Princess Ala1691495361

My mum chipped her front tooth, was really upset about it. She is terrified of...  the dentist but Dr Mani was understanding gentle and considerate when bonding her tooth, she had a great experience with him at The Smile Studios Richmond. Was thrilled with the end result, said she would recommend anyone who is afraid of going to the dentist to definitely go to this one. Great price too!! 10/10 all roundread more
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mariana wong1691146186

I’ve been a patient at Smile Studios in Richmond for a few years and since day...  1 I’ve known I’m in the hands of competent, honest and kind professionals. From getting a tooth pulled and implant, to getting air flow hygiene to sorting appointments in reception it’s been nothing but a welcoming and assuring experience. Thank you Dr Mani, Nour, Baheyh, and Rafi for the service and support!read more
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Raj1690654081

I had my teeth whitened here and the result was absolutely amazing.I cannot...  thank Dr Mani enough and the whole team at The Smile Studios Richmond.If you want to get your teeth white and not pay stupid prices, this is a place to go to.read more



[image: Slawek N]
Slawek N1688373133

Got an emergency dental appointment. Proceeded flawlessly same day (contacted...  The Simile Studios on Sunday morning, got appointment after 30 minutes!). Friendly staff, professional doctor, quality service.Can't recommend highly enough!read more



[image: Yasmin W]
Yasmin W1687262330

Best Dentist in London.I cannot praise this dental clinic more highly. Very...  professional and friendly. Dr. Samaneh Shams is fantastic. I’m so pleased with the treatment she recommended and the result - I felt like I was in very capable hands.Can highly recommend the airflow teeth cleaning with Bee Zafar too and Dr Neha and Zakia for dental check ups and teeth whitening. All so friendly, professional and capable.  Will be going back regularly.read more



[image: Jonnie Mckinnon]
Jonnie Mckinnon1686053324

Zakia & Rafi were so helpful in making my appointment and gave me a warm...  friendly welcome. Bee is a very skilled and professional hygienist. She gave me really great advice and I left feeling greatread more



[image: Tony Smith]
Tony Smith1684837496

Update Today I visited the hygienist Dr Vee I had to say my first deep clean...  and she was so kind and patient and gave me excellent after care tips, I highly recommend her.Went to for the first time yesterday my pain was identified and the dentist was a kind man really put me at ease I highly recommendread more
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Jack Bailey1684411645

Bea is a detailed and thoughtful hygienist, focused on individual care, and...  worth travelling to see.  Zakia at reception is one of the most welcoming and helpful customer-facing staff.  Dr J Bread more
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Adriana Zeneli1681990185

I was interested in whitening my teeth and a friend of mine recommended me The...  Smile Studio in Richmond. I got an appointment for a consultation and Neha impressed me with her professionalism and politeness. The same day I decided to whiten my teeth and fill a cavity in one of them which I didn't know I had. A huge thank you to Neha and all the staff - highly recommended!read more



[image: Isil Dursun]
Isil Dursun1681679026

Couple of weeks ago, i had a terrible toothache and called The Smile Studios....  They made an emergency appointment the next day. I have just moved to Richmond from Germany and it was unbelievable to be at dentist on a sunday afternoon :) Dr Mehdi Dehgani made the root canal treatment and after the first session pain was gone. He is very professional and i can say i have not even realized he made the injection before the treatment. I am so healthy&happy now thanks to him. And all staff is very nice and friendly.read more



[image: Vinay Sharma]
Vinay Sharma1680619856

Dr Neha is a brilliant dentist and I would recommend her to all friends and...  family.I had my root canal done from her but I have had several issues with my back molar with other dentists. I've been charged for work they should have done but they cut corners, which forced me to get it done all over again!! Dr Neha took her time to put me at ease and spent time in making sure my procedure was done to the best level possible.Thanks again Smile Studios.read more



[image: julie gardner]
julie gardner1679598118

What a Fantastic practice, my first visit today to see the Hygienist, so  very...  impressed, this is the best Dental practice, i have ever been too, so friendly kind and very supportive. Huge welcome at reception👍 you cant get better than this anywhere.Thank you so much The Smile Studioyou have made me so happy today👍Julie Gardnerread more



[image: Harvinder Dhillon]
Harvinder Dhillon1678201348

Just finished my my first round of Invisalign treatement with Dr Neha Kapur....  Really pleased with my results and excellent advise and treatment from Dr Neha. Going for next round just to applly finishing touchesread more
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Benien I1678015312

Highly recommend Bee for a hygienist appointment! It was really great 😊



[image: Mona Zafar]
Mona Zafar1678011101

Bee the hygienist, no one else like her.An absolute master at her craft...  🤩read more



[image: Mary Andersen]
Mary Andersen1677942372

Mani has been my dentist since 2000 - 23 years! I can't recommend him enough....  He is the consummate professional and I have 100% trust and faith in his expertise and skills. Let's face it; an average dentist just isn't good enough. Bea is also a brilliant Hygienist. They make an amazing team and I hope they never leave the Richmond branch!read more



[image: Amish Patel]
Amish Patel1676070433

I have been visiting the smile studio in Richmond for many years, this place is...  extremely welcoming, very professional, great service and then best thing is, you don't feel like you're at a dentist. Overall 5 stars!read more



[image: Sheila Webb]
Sheila Webb1675171213

Received such a warm welcome from Zakia on reception and Nurse Noor. I have...  total faith in Dr Mani and he discussed the best options for me. I looking forward to having my smile restored!read more
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Ilona Wylie1673961025

Good value, gentle dentist and great results for both whitening and fillings....  Would recommended!read more
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    	first class treatment   economy price

        
        
        	Welcome to The Smile Studios Dental Group! 

Award-Winning Dentist in Richmond, Surrey

The Smile Studios is an award-winning and a leading provider of dental care in the United Kingdom. With a team of experienced and highly trained dentists in Richmond, Palmers Green, Heston Hounslow, Cockfosters and Muswell Hill, the practice offers a wide range of treatments, including general dentistry, cosmetic dentistry, orthodontics, and Implantology.

 

The Smile Studios prides itself on providing the highest quality of care to its patients, using the latest technology and techniques. The clinics’ state-of-the-art facilities include digital x-rays, intraoral cameras, and computer-aided design and manufacturing (CAD/CAM) technology. The practice also provides a range of sedation options to ensure that patients are comfortable throughout their treatment.

 

In addition to traditional in-clinic treatments, The Smile Studios also offers a range of virtual consultations and at-home whitening options to make dental care more accessible for patients. The Smile Studios is committed to providing affordable, high-quality dental care to patients of all ages. The practice offers financing options to help you spread the treatment cost. The Smile Studios is also dedicated to the on-going education and development of its team, ensuring that patients receive the most up-to-date and effective dental care.

 

Our dental clinics are open on Saturdays and Sundays for emergencies. We look forward to seeing you at one of our clinics soon.

 

With a reputation for excellence and a commitment to patient satisfaction, The Smile Studios is a trusted choice for dental care in the UK.
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"Best dentist I've ever been to!"


                    Jason Bradbury,  television presenter

                
	
                    
“The practice and Dr Mani were very pleasant and comforting. His philosophy of making procedure as painless as possible removes all anxiety of going to the dentist”


                    Thekla Roth, model

                
	
                    
“Great care, painless, the staff were amazing"


                    Ugo Monye

                
	
                    
“I was comfortable and well looked after. The Smile Studios staff are very understanding and kind. I can’t thank Dr Mani and the team enough.”


                    Neil Warnock, Football manager

                
	
                    
"Dr. Mani in my eyes is the best dentist I have been to. extremely professional service, great aftercare and an overall nice guy.”


                    Nav Bamrah

                
	
                    
“The work I’ve had carried out on my teeth has been top quality. Dr Mani has the ability to calm nervous patients. I can’t recommend him enough!”


                    Larry Coleman

                
	
                    
“Dr Mani is on the cutting edge of the latest and greatest technology available in dentistry.”


                    Sally-Anne Shrimpton 
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Why Us?

Free Consultations

Years of Experience

Highly Qualified Dentists

First-class Treatments at Economy Price

Multi-location Clinics

Weekend Dentistry

Relaxing Environment
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